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Abstract

A. Averbuch t

complexgeometries,turbulence simulation.

We presenta high-orderparallel algorithm which requires AMS subject classifications: 65P05, 35P05, 35K25.
only the minimum inter-processorcommunicationdictated
by the physicalnature of the problem at hand. This algo- 1
Introduction
rithm is applied to the incompressibleNavier-Stokesequations. The parallelization is achievedby domain decompo- Direct numericalsimulationof turbulent flowsat high Reysition.

noldsnumberRe • 106- 109 requiresconsiderable
compu-

A novel feature of the present approachis that the spa- tational resourcesdue to the extreme space and time restial discretization in subdomainsis performed using the olution(the computational
requirements
scaleslike Re3).
Fourier method. To avoid the Gibbs phenomenon, the
High order methods, in particular spectral methods, are
global functions are decomposedinto smooth local pieces. preferred for turbulence computation since they converge
Then the Fourier method is applied on extended local sub- rapidly as the number of degreesof freedom grows. As
domains •vith spectral accuracy.
a consequence,for moderate to high accuracy a smaller
The continuity conditions on the interfacesare enforced number of degreesof freedom may be needed, especially
by adding the homogeneoussolutions. Suchsolutionsoften in multi-dimensional problems. It has been also proven
have fast decay properties which can be utilized to minthat high order methods are beneficial for the long term
imize interprocessor communication. In effect, an over- integration necessaryto attain the asymptotic turbulent
whelming part of the computation is performed indepen- regime.

dentlyin subdomains(processors)
or usingonly localcommunication.

The present method allowsthe treatment of problemsin
variouscomplex geometriesby the mapping of curvilinear

domainsinto simpler(rectangularor circular)regions.The
operator with non constant coefficients,obtained in the

Efficient large scalescientificcomputingcan be realized
only on massivelyparallel computers.However,the global
nature of spectral methods makes these methods difficult
to parallelize. Current parallel spectralalgorithmsrequire

massivedata transfers(for exampleshufflebasedtranspose
in parallelFourieralgorithms)and globalcommunication

transformeddomain, is preconditioned
by a (piece-wise) with the concomitantcommunicationand synchronization
constant coefficient operator, easily inverted in the transformed domain. The problem is then solvedwith spectral

bottlenecks.

accuracyby (a rapidly convergent)conjugategradientit-

is developedwhich usesthe Fourier method for the space

eration. The capability of this algorithmis illustrated with
results from two problems: a direct numerical simulation
of turbulence in a two-dimensionalperiodic domain and
a computation of convective motion in a vertical channel
with wavy boundaries.

discretization
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In [1,2, 3] a lowcommunication
multi-domainapproach
in subdomains.

Since the truncated

Fourier

seriesof a non-periodic
functionexhibitsO(1) spurious
oscillationsnear the boundariesand convergesslowly inside

the region(the Gibbsphenomenon),
the directapplication
of this method to non-periodiclocal problemswould result
in a low order algorithm. To avoid the Gibbs phenomenon,
the decompositionof functionsinto smoothlocal piecesis
performedusing a collectionof overlappingwindow functions.

The particular local solutions,being constructedinde-

pendently(with some"convenient"
boundaryconditions)
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have jumps on the interfaces.In the correctionstep these
jumps are removedwith the aid of properly weighted homogeneoussolutions. The "localization" property of the
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elliptic operator dictates that these solutionsdecayrapidly
away from the interfaces. This permits the matchingof the
local solutions at each interface independently of jumps on
the other interfaces.

In effect the local communication

be-

tweenthe neighboringprocessors
(subdomains)
is mostly
required.

The aboveMultidomainLocalFourier(MDLF) method
was applied efficiently to problemsin periodic rectangular
domains decomposedinto strips or cells. In these casesthe
solutionof a two-dimensionalproblem is reducedto the solution a collectionof uncoupledone-dimensionalproblems
for the Fourier coefficientswith the local matchingon the
interfaces. The computational algorithm is outlined in section 2. In this paper we present new results obtained by
the MDLF method for the computation of two-dimensional

turbulencein periodicrectangulardomains(section3).
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ComputationalDomain and Boundary ConditionsWe

considerfirst the rectangulardomain9 = {0 _<x <
2•r,0 _<y < 2•r} with periodicboundaryconditionsin
both directions. The case of irregular domains with
Dirichlet boundary conditions is addressedbelow.

The numericalsolutionof the problem (1)-(3) with
specified boundary conditions requires discretization
in both time and space.
ß Discretization

in time

The discretization in time is performed via the 3d-

ordersplittingalgorithmof [4]:
2

(4)

2

•' -- Zq=00•q
vn--q

At

= Y]JqN(v•-q)'
q----O

We also developthe previousMDLF approachfor treat-

ing irregular geometries(section4). In the generalized
algorithm the irregular region is transformedfirst into the
rectangle. Then the resultant differential equations with
non-constant coefficientsare solved by a preconditioned
iteration method. The piece-wiseconstant coefficientoperator is used in the capacity of the preconditioner. The
solution of the correspondingconstant coefficientproblems
in each subdomain is performed using the MDLF method.
The method is illustrated by solvingthe problemof natural
convection in a vertical channel with sinusoidalboundaries,

--

'

.

At

^

(6)

^zo
v"+•
- •z=Re_•V•.vn+•
'
At

It consists
of an explicitadvectionstep (4), a global
pressureadjustmentfor incompressibility
(5) and an
implicitviscous
step(6).
Semi-implicitschemesof this type are associatedwith

heatedfrom the side (section5).

Multidomain

(5)VAt--

muchlesssevere
restriction
onthe timestep,O(N-•),
than fully explicitschemes,
O(N-•'), where2•r/N is

local Fourier algo-

the mesh size.

rithm

As a result of the splitting procedure, a time-

ß Formulation

dependentproblemis reducedto the solution(for each
time step)of a sequence
of two typescanonicalelliptic

of the problem

An important application of the present Multidomain

Local Fourier (MDLF) method is the solutionof the
incompressibleNavier-Stokes equations.

equations:
the modified Helmholtz equation

(7)

V•'u- •u = f(•, y),

Governing Equations:

and of the Poissonequation

Ov

(1)• = Re-•V'2v
+N(v)- VII+F infl.

(8)

V•'• = g(•, y),

Herefi C Rd,d = 2,a, v(x, t) = (u,v,w) istheveloc-

The parameterh in (7) is relatedto the time-stepping

ity. subject to the incompressibilityconstraint

increment,
h

(2)

V. v=0

in •,

H is the total pressure,F is the forcingterm, and Re is
the Reynolds number. The nonlinear term is written
in the rotational

form

N(v) = v x (v x v).

Domain decomposition. Discretization

in space.

First we describebriefly the algorithm as applied to

Eq.(7) in l-D, then we showthe extensiononto 2-D
case.The detaileddescription
canbe foundin [1,2, 3].
Algorithm in 1-D

Parallel Spectral Fourier Algorithm
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1. Divide the computationalinterval [0,L] into P
subdomains,I = L/P, and discretizethe local
problems on uniform grids of collocationpoints
(with differentresolutionin eachsubdomain,if
desired).

2. Decomposethe sourcefunction f(x) into smooth

localpieces
f(n)(x) using
a collection
ofoverlapping window functions. Each of these functions
is equal to one inside a correspondingsubdomain
and smoothly decay outwards over the distance
2e from both

sides.

3. Integrate the local problems on extended intervals
l + 2e with smooth sourcefunctions in the right
hand side. The values of the computed partic-

ularsolutions
U(p
© willhave
jumps
through
the
interfaces.

4.

Correct solutions in each subdomain

in order to en-

forcethe continuityof u(x) andu•(x) at the interfaces(then the higherderivativeswill be matched
automaticallydue to Eq. (7) It can be doneby
adding the properly weightedhomogeneous
solutions

At

< 0.0013.

In such a case the use of a semi-

implicit scheme,combinedwith the local matching procedure,is still advantageousover explicit
schemes.

Algorithm in 2-D. Decompositioninto Strips
1. Decomposethe computational rectangular region

into parallelstrips:

• Un•l•n

.

2. Apply the FFT in the periodicdirectiony (along
the strips)to obtaina collectionof uncoupled
1-D
ODEs for the Fouriercoefficients
•(x):

(10)d•
dx•n) ,•
•u•^(n)=(x)

in•.,

wherek = -• 2 ,'"', •2 , A•
2 = A2+ k2 for the
modified
Helmholtz
equation
andA• = k2 forthe
Poisson equation.

3. Solvethe problems(10) by the previo• 1-D algorithm. The modified Helmholtz equation is
solvedusingthe local matching procedureon the
interfaces. In the c•e of the Poisson equation,

A = 0, A• = k2, theglobalmatching
is required

P

(9)

number Re = 1 we have h = 2•r/N • 0.05,

only for the long waves, k • k., whereas the
short waves,k • k., can be treated by using local matching on the interfaces. The cut-off wave

u -- U

number k. should be chosen in accordance with

These solutions are two exponential functions

h© = e-•x h?) = e-•(•n-x), 0 < x < ln,
which decay into a subdomain. Since A >> i for
small enough time step, the influence of remote
interfaceson the coeffcients An, Bn for eachparticular n is negligible. Therefore, these coeffcients can be found in terms of jumps at one
correspondinginterface. This requires only the
local communication between neighboring sub-

the prescribed accuracy.
In order to accessthe potential of this approach
we present the following numerical t•ts.
We
solve the 2-D Poisson equation with the source

function f(x,y) correspondingto the solution

=

M

+

where

the ph•es •m are chosenrandomly. Table 1

domains.

gives the maximum relative error z• = •uU•x•max/Umaxfor several numbers of globally
matchedharmonics,k (the error of the "full"

The error causedby the useof an approximate local matchinginsteadof the exact globalmatching

z • 10-x•).

global matching in this c•e

is appro•mately

is z = O(e-•), independent
of the resolution
N.
For example,for P - 4, 1 = 2•r/P • 1.6, Re = 1
and At

= 0.04 we have A •, 10.

The error will

be then e • 10-7 whichis quite satisfactory
in
most applications. Note that the above restriction on the size At due to the local matching
might be lessseverethan that imposedby the use
of an explicit schemein time. In the last casethe
stability constraint dependson the grid size like

AtRe-• _• h2/2 whereh = 2•r/N. For a realistic resolution, e.g. N = 128, and the Reynolds

5.4(-3)

5.7(-4)

Table 1. The maximum

6.0(-5)
numerical

6.3(-6)
error when us-

ing the globalmatchingfor the first k harmonics;

P =8, N• =64 x P, Ny =64
•Ve can see that using the global matching, for
example, only for the first 9 long waves, while
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of the maximum

relative

95

treating locally the rest 21 shorter waves, we

The evolution

guaranteethe accuracyek •_ 10-5. The rela-

time is shownin Fig. 1; dt - 5- 10-3 and .10-4,

error in

tive amountof globallymatchedwaves,2k*/Ny,

the strip decompositionwith P - 4 is applied,

becomes smaller as the resolution in the periodic direction increases.Note that the accuracy
of the local matching relies on the localization
properties of the boundary Green's functions of
the Helmholtz operator. Therefore, the results
in Table 1 depend only slightly on the particular

the space resolution is 64 x 64 . The error remains small on a large time scaleand it decreases
as the size of the time step At becomessmaller

(the spatialerrorfor this exampleis O(10-11)
canbe foundwith g(t) - const(t)).

form of the sourcefunctionf(x, y).
0.0004

Decomposition into Cells.

,

,

'dr..

:

5.e-3'

-....

0.00035

The algorithm in this case is more complicated

than the previousone. For detailssee[3].
Parallel

test

0.0003

.

0.00025

The parallel test is performed on a collection

0.0002

of Digital Alpha workstations(Alpha-farm),128
MB/unit. with Giga-switchand PVM software

0.30015

package.The computational domain is a 3-D pe-

o.oool

riodicbox, decomposed
into "slabs"(P -- 2-10).
For the resolution1283 the effectof usingthe
local-globalmatching, when solvingthe Poisson

5•-o5

o
o

equation, results in 2-3 times reduction of the executable time as comparedto the "fully" global
matching.
When solving the complete Navier-Stokes Eqs.

9e-07

1

2

3

,

4

5

6

,

7

,

,

ß dr

=

5.e-4'

-....

8e-07

(1)-(3) the implicit viscousstep is alwayscom-

7e-07

puted using the local matching. The use of the
global-local matching in the pressurestep gives
about 15 - 20% savingin the CPU time as compared to the global matching. This effect is expected to be even more pronouncedfor a larger

6e-07

5e-07

4e-07

3e-07

number of processors. Detailed discussionof the

parallelperformance
is givenin [9].
Test of accuracy

le-07

.

0

The following example testifies the accuracyof
the MDLF algorithm. We considerthe exact so-

lutionof Eqs. (1)-(a)

0

*

I

1

2

4

5

6

7

tlme

Figure 1: Evolution of the relative maximum error in time

for At = 5. 10-3 (upperplot)andAt = 5 ß10-4 (lower
--- •

Vy --

v• Oy

•

Ox

plot).

y)=
3

Parallel

simulation

of 2-D

tur-

bulence
with Re = 10•,• = 5, c = 0.075 and the forcingfunctionf(x, y, t) computed
accordingly
(this
solutionwassuggested
in [5]to demonstrate
the

In this section we present new results on numerical sim-

capability of the multilevel Nonlinear Galerkin

the periodic box using the above algorithm. The initial

ulationof decayingturbulence(withoutforcingterm) in

methodfor the long-timenumericalintegration). velocityfieldin the Fourierdomainis chosen
asin [6]:

Parallel Spectral Fourier Algorithm
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= I&(:)leiS(k)

Ikl< 20.5

o, c

Ikl>2o.5

where •p is the stream function defined by

The ph•e O(k) is chosenrandomlyon the interval[0,2•].

90

The enstrophy spectra are plotted in Fig. 3 for t = 20
and 100. Naturally, the small scales dissipate faster than
the large scales.

The computedsolution(the contourplot of vorticity
• = -A•) is shownin Fig. 2 at t = 20 and t = 100;
•t • 0.01, •e • 104, the resolution128 x 128, the number of processorsP = 4. Practically the same pictures •e
obtained using the resolution256 x 256 and the time steps

in the rangeAt = 10-4 - 10-•.
c • , , , •'o ' ' '•'o' '

'6'o'

' '•'o ....

•o ....

,•o' '

Theseplots are very similar (regardingthe flow structure, the sizesof the eddies)to thoseobtainedin [6] using
a pseudospectralFouriermethod in a singledomain (they
arenot expectedto be identicalsincethe phaseO(k)is randomfield). Unfortunately,the abovecited paperdoesnot
contain the energy spectrum plots to compare with. At
le•t one conclusioncan be made at this point: the MDLF
algorithm allowsa stable time integration at high Reynolds
nmbers with adequate resolution of small features in the
flow. The accuracyof this algorithm w• illustrated independently by the example in the previous section.
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Figure 2. Contour plots of vorticity at t = 20

(upperplot) and t - 100 (lowerplot).
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Figure 3. The enstrophyspectra at t -- 20 and t -- 100;
the resolution is 256 x 256, P = 4.
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Problems

in

irregular

geome-

tries

obtained. The rate of convergencedependson the choice
of a preconditionerH.

Following our approach, we divide the computa-

tional intervalx • [0,1] into a numberof subintervals
Our approachfor treatingirregulardomainshasmuchin
common
with that of [7]. The ideais to mapa complex
ge- [xn-1,xn], n = 1,...,P and definea set of constantcoefficientoperatorsHn as follows:
ometryontoa simpleroneandthensolvetheresultantnonconstantcoefficientequationsby a preconditioned
iteration
method. Usually a low order (finite-difference
or finite-

element)approximation
is chosen
asa preconditioner.
We
propose
to usein the capacityof the preconditioner
a constant coefficientoperatorwhich has the samestructureas

the originalone. Theseconstantcoefficients
canbe com-

putedas the meanvaluesof the corresponding
variable
coefficients.Then the abovespectralMDLF methodis ap-

(14) Hn= u"+ •nu'- A•u, x • [Xn--•,Xn],
where

an =
J;n -- 37n-1

n-•

Fig.4 shows
thecoefficient
a(x) ontheinterval
x • [0,1]

pliedon eachiterationstepto solveconstant
coefficient and its step-wiseapproximation•n for P = 15.
problems
in a simplegeometry.
We shallcallthisconstant
coefficientoperatora spectralpreconditioner.
The spectralpreconditioner
givesa better approximation to a noraconstantcoefficientoperator than any low

,

' a_n,

,

dom. decomp,

?=15

....

orderapproximation
provided
that thevariance
issmall.If
the coefficients
vary in a largerange,then suchan approximation is not satisfactoryand thus the iteration method

wouldconverge
slowly.However,in combination
with the
domaindecomposition
strategythe spectralpreconditioner
becomesvery efficient. Sincethe computationin subdomainsis performedindependently,
we canusea step-wise
approximation
to variablecoefficients
by takingdifferent
mean valuesin eachsubdomain. On eachpatch of the do-

mainthis approximation
will be accurateif the numberof
subdomainsis large enough.

We illustratethis approachby the followingsimplestexample:

02

(11) C(r)u= u"-+-a(x)u'- •2u -- f(x),
(12)

0.4

0.6

0.8

x • [0,1]

u(0) =u(1)=0,

Figure4. Step-wise
approximation
of the variablecoefficienta(x) -- 10 (1 + tan 20(x - 0.5)).

wherea(x) = 10 (1 + tan 20(x- 0.5)). Function
a(x)
The convergence
historyof the preconditioned
conjugate
changes
rapidlyfrom0 to 20ona smallinterval
Ax -• 1/20 gradientiterations
with the spectralpreconditioner
(14)
nearthe pointx = 0.5. The forcingfunctionhasthe form

is givenin Fig.5 for severaldomaindecompositions
(pa-

f(x) = 2- a + (2a+ •2)x- •2x• which
corresponds
tothe rameterA = 1). Whenthe numberof subdomains
is not
exactsolutionu•.•(x)= x(x- 1).
largeenough,P = 9, the convergence
is ratherslow.HowInsteadof solvingthe problem(11), (12) directlywe ever,the convergence
rate improvessubstantially
for larger
rather solveit iteratively usinga preconditionediteration P as the localdeviations[a(x)- an[ within the intervals
method. The most simpleRichardsonschemereads:
[xn-x,xn] becomesmaller.
Note that the computationof inner products,needed
(13)
Hun+l - f- (œ- H)un.
whenusingconjugate-gradient
type methods,leadsto additional
global
communications
whichdegradesomewhat
(moresophisticated
iterationschemes,
suchasconjugate

gradient
typesmethod,
canbe usedaswell).If theoper- the parallel performance.

ator œ is approximated
in a spectralbasis,uponconvergenceof iterations(13) a spectrallyaccuratesolutionis

Parallel SpectralFourierAlgorithm
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(20)
where •

=

=

denotesthe normal derivative of • on the bound-

aries.

By usinga simplestretchingtransformation

(21) •- x,
-9

r/=y•(x)-y•(x)

wemapa curvilinearregionfi ontothe rectangle• = {0 _<

.13

The discretization in time is performed via an implicit

stiffly stablescheme(4)- (6) A preconditioned
conjugate
-12

method with the spectral preconditioner is employed for

-13

i

i

i

5

10

15
: •erat

I

i

20

25

•.ons

Figure 5. Accelerationof convergence
by splitting the
computationalregion into an increasingnumberof subdomains

P.

the solutionof the system(7), (8) as describedin previous
sections.

The computed solution (contour plot of the stream
function)on the asymptoticstageis shownin Fig.6 for
Gr = 400, Pr = 0, 5 = 0.1 and kw = k,. This wavenumber

corresponds
to the mostunstableperiodicmotion(critical
eigenmode)in the plain verticallayer. Therefore,the perturbation

Natural

5

convection

in channels

on the boundaries

with

this wavenumber

leads

to the resonantamplification of the critical eigenmode.

with wavy boundaries
As a 2-D example we considerthe problem of natural convection in a vertical channel with sinusoidal boundaries:

(15)yz(y) =-(1+5cos

///

kwx), Y2(Y)= l +Scos kwx.

(thisproblemwasinvestigated
earlierin [8]usinga finitedifference
method).The computational
domainfi = {0 <
x < L, y• < y < y•.}. whereL = 2•r/k,, k, = 1.4.
The governingequationsare written in the • - & formulation:

(16)00
0,•0•
+GrOT
Ot+ 0t•
Ox00
Oy Ox
Oy_ •72•
Oy'
(17)

V• = -•b

(18) Oti.-OxOy OxOy- Pr-•AT.
Here C,,¸, T are correspondinglystream function, vorticity and temperature; Gr, Pr are the Grashof and Prandtl
numbers.

Functions• and T are subject to the followingboundary
conditions:

(19)

y = yx,2,

• = tk• = 0,

T = •:1,

Figure 6. Contour plot of the stream function for k• =
k,; Gr = 400, Pr = O.
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The steadysolutionwith kw : 2k, ("even"mode)is

95

[4] G. E. Karniadakis,M. Israeli, S. A. Orszag, High order

plotted in Fig.7; Gr = 300, Pr = 0, 6 = 0.1. The external
forcing has the spatial frequencytwice as high as the critical number k,. In this case some resonancephenomenon

Equations,J.Comput.Phys.,97', (1991), 414-443.

the competition between "even" and "odd" eigenmodes,
the reduction of the stability threshold and more.

pliedNumer.Mathem.,6, (1989/90), p. 361-370.

splitting methodsfor the incompressibleNavier-Stokes

oftheparametric
resonance
typecanbeobserved,
such
as [5]F.Jaubertau,

C.Roisier, R.Temam, The Nonlinear
Galerkin methodin computationalfluid dynamics,Ap-

[6] G.L.Browningand H.-O.Kreiss, Comparisonof Numerical Methods for the calculation of Two-Dimensional
Turbulence,Mathematics of Computation, 52, No. 186,

p.369-388,(1989).

[7] S. A. Orszag,Spectral
methods
for problems
in complex
geometries,Numerical methods for PDE's, 1979.

[8] L. Vozovoi, Convection in a vertical layer with undulating boundaries,
Fluid Dynamics,11, N 2, (1976), p.
202-206

[9] A. Averbuch, K. Rubinsky, M. Israeli, L. Vozovoi,
Parallel implementationof 2-D and $-D Navier-Stokes
equations on MIMD multiprocessors,submitted to J.
Supercomputing.

Figure 7. Contour plot of the stream function for/cw -2k.' Gr = 300, Pr = O.
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